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Greetings,

We are very happy to welcome the Actuaires du Monde and the SOA Research Institute to the
actuview family. Both partners will present their special knowledge and mission to our users
around the world. You can read all about it in this newsletter edition, combined with more
than 50 new high-class videos from the second annual Knowledge Day, the International
Actuarial Association and the 2021 Virtual Convention of the Actuarial Society of South Africa
(ASSA).
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Event Highlights

Second annual RGA Knowledge Day

Leveraging RGA’s global leadership in life and health reinsurance, this year’s Knowledge Day
event hosted on actuview included an exciting lineup of presentations focused on trends,
risks and opportunities in life insurance, wellness, and corporate responsibility. Insights
packed into eight webinars uncovered key emerging trends and their potential impact on
insurers, consumer health and the broader market.
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2021 ASSA Virtual Convention

Following the success of the 2020 edition, the 48th Convention of the Actuarial Society of
South Africa took place once again on a virtual platform. Now 41 sessions of the program have
been uploaded to actuview to share insights of the conference with the whole actuview
community around the world.
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Partner Content

New webcast by GenRe
Gen Re is one of the world’s leading Life/Health and Property/
Casualty reinsurers. We are a member of the Berkshire Hathaway
family of companies.

COVID Meets Data

by Sara Goldberg, Life/Health Head of
Global Products & Analytics, Gen Re,
Cologne 

COVID-19 is the �rst pandemic with real data – almost. This session explores hints from
past epidemics and pandemics, and how real-time data has and hasn’t changed the
course of this pandemic, for the public and for the insurance industry. The status of
projections and the outlook of COVID-19’s impact on mortality and beyond is included in
this presentation (as of September 2021).

More New Videos

#2 AAE Roundtable “Solvency II Review:
Expectations towards Actuaries in a
Post-pandemic World”
Lutz Wilhelmy, Esko Kivisaari, Martin Merlin,
Angus Scorgie, Leigh Wolfrom
December 13, 2021

Annuity Reinsurance
Brian Cunningham and John Caslin
December 8, 2021

Milliman Lunchtime Webinar – October
2021
Mike Claffey, Aisling Barrett, Eoin King
November 17, 2021

Upcoming

May 12, 2022, online

EAA e-Conference on
Data Science and Data Ethics

June 2-3, 2022, Madrid

European Congress of Actuaries 2022 (ECA)

September 19-23, 2022, online

Convention A

News from actuview

Partners

High-class content of the SOA
Research Institute is coming to
actuview

The ever-growing actuview family welcomes
a new Content Partner from North America. 

The Society of Actuaries Research Institute
will share their knowledge and expertise
with our community and give actuview users
manifold insights into actuarial trends. They
started with four compact videos on the
impact of COVID-19 on long-term care
insurance as well as senior housing, excess
deaths in U.S. general population, and
mortality by socioeconomic category.

Go to channel

"We are excited to be on actuview and share
our research. Our practice research centers

on current or emerging topics that are useful
to SOA members, employers, and the public.

We also produce a wide variety of experience
studies. Watch our videos and hear �rst-

hand about new research from SOA Research
Institute staff, researchers, and volunteers.

Be sure to visit our website." 

R. Dale Hall, FSA, MAAA, CERA, CFA 
Managing Director of Research 

Society of Actuaries Research Institute 

Partners

Actuaires du Monde joins actuview

We are very happy to greet Actuaires du Monde in our
midst as a partner of actuview to work together on our
common goal of connecting actuaries around the world.

“In short, Actuaires du Monde brings together actuaries from all continents, focuses on
countries in need of actuarial resources and cares about vulnerable and low-income
persons,” tells us Jean Berthon, Chair of Actuaires du Monde. “Through our partnership
with actuview we give our members, especially those living in developing and emerging
countries, a tremendous opportunity to access to a wide range of constantly published
content and bene�t from this rich information to expand, restructure and con�rm their
own knowledge. 

“Obviously, we are absolutely delighted to join the actuview community and relieved to
have been welcomed and connected to this innovative platform. Likewise, we hope that
actuview users will also become passionate about our mission.” 

So do we! Therefore, we will publish not just video material of the Actuaires du Monde
on actuview but also regularly inform our users about ways to contribute to their
mission by volunteering on various projects around the globe. So, stay tuned for
fascinating opportunities to share your knowledge globally for a good cause.

Find volunteering opportunities

Knowledge

The Risk Book webinar series

The AFIR-ERM Section has completed a Risk Book webinar series between 2020 and
2021 with seven webinars and is now sharing these insights with the actuview
community:

Session 1 - ESG Risk - Is It for Actuaries?
Session 2- Managing Crisis with the ORSA
Session 3 - Actuarial Function - The Next Generation
Session 4 - Stress Testing and Risk Management
Session 5 - Operational Risk
Session 6 - ALM Risk 3.0
Session 7 - Rapid Decision Model

Check out the videos

Latest jobs on actupool

Senior Valuation Actuary (m/f/d)
December 13, 2021 Munich, Germany

Mathematiker Actuarial Auditing (m/w/d)
December 10, 2021 Hannover, Germany

(Senior) Consultant (m/w/d) Versicherungsmathematik -
Actuarial Insurance Services

December 8, 2021 several cities, Germany

Actuary, Group Actuarial
December 8, 2021 Toronto, Canada

Mathematiker / Aktuar (m/w/d) im Bereich
Produktentwicklung Lebensversicherung

December 6, 2021 Munich, Germany

Mathematiker / Aktuar (m/w/d)
December 1, 2021 Dusseldorf, Germany

Data Analyst Pricing (m/w/d)
November 23, 2021 Berlin, Germany

We hope you enjoyed this month’s newsletter. If you have any feedback, please let us know at
contact@actuview.com. You can also �nd us on Social Media: Twitter, LinkedIn und XING. We
look forward to seeing you soon on www.actuview.com.

actuview team and RGA, Platform Sponsor
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